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Vol, 32-No. 2

ew London. Connecticut,

News Staff Admits Judy Booth, Ex-Wave, Tells
NewMemhersafter Of Her Experiences In Navy
Thurs. Try-Outs
by Judy Booth
EdItOr'S Note: Judy Booth com.
pleted two years at Connecticut
New members of the editorial, college before joining the Waves,
circulation, and advertising staffs and has now returned as a memo
of the News have been chosen ber of the class of '48.
from among those girls who at"We welcome you you raw retended the try-out meeting last crutts, Parley Voo," 'mingled with
Thursday night.
Candidates for that familiar
taunt, "You'll be
the editorial department
were resorry!", was our gracious Inltlaquired to submit written articles tion to the rank and file of the
on some phase of school life, and U. S. Navy WAYES. As Boots,
those girls who showed the most we spent a most muddled six
newspaper-writing
ability
were weeks at Hunter college .learnlng
asked to become permanent staff
members.
Those elected to the all manner of things, from the
(Blue Jackets'
editorial staff were J 0 Leary '50; famous B.J .M.
Sharon McLean ~49, Cynthia Carey. '49, Mary Bundy '50, Gaby
Norworthy '50, Nancy Vanes '50,
and Teddy Flynn '50. '
: More girls chosen to write were
Nancy Schermerhorn
'49, Joan
Tracy
'50, Christine
Holt '50,
Phyllis Robins
'50, and Anita
Manasevit '50. Polly Green '50,
Marion Koenig '48, Barbara Earnest '50, Eve Yoars '50, Virginia
Hargrove, Ann Russillo '50, Nancy Budde '50, and Barbara Blaustein '50 were others.
The new members of the circulation staff are Mary Jane Patterson '48, Ruth Katz '49, Edith Kolodny '50, Joann
Stephens
'50;
Mary
Shellabarger
'50, Janet
Buist '50, and Mary Jean Slocum
'50. Others are Ann Thomas '50,
Marilyn Crane '50, Helen Eighmy
'50, Elizabeth Youman '50, MariSee "New Staff:'-Page 4

Music Group Will
Sponsor Freshman
Recital Thursday
by Rita Hursh
After demonstrating
their dramatic talents two weeks ago in
skits, the freshman
class will
have an opportunity
to exhibit
their musical abilities tomorrow
night. At 7 :30 Windham living
room will become the r-ecital hall
for singers and instrumentalists
from the class of '50. This should
be the best freshman recital ever
presented at Connecticut, for .according
to the latest
rumor's,
there are exceptionally
talented
singers, pianists, and violinists in
this class.
This year the program will also
consist of performances
of transfer students who have recently
arrived at Connecticut
and are
planning to study music here.
The' recital is under the auspices of the music club. This will
be the first undertaking
for the
club which has been revived after
a year's absence from the list of
student organizations.
Its nucleus is composed of five junior rnusic students:
Helen Pope, Mary
Jane Coons,
Helen
Crumrine,
Shirley' N i c hoi son,
and Rita
Hursh. It is hoped that this year
the club will have a large membership and that music, students
from all classes will be interested.
Informal Recitals
For its main project this year
the music club is planning a series of informal
recitals which
Will be open only to members. It
is believed that the informality of
these recitals or rather meetings,
V{iU~,be-.a g~eat opportunity
for
young musicians to acquire experience in perrormlng.
Listening
?-,s well as performing will be an
!mportant
aspect of these meetings, for it is hoped that members
will feel fJ1ee to offer constructive
criticism to the various performers,

Dean Announces a ew
Open House Schedule

Prom Boot camp, we branched
out. each WAVE going to the
specialized school of her, or more
than likely the
avy's, choice.
Two hundred of us reported to
Bethesda. Mar y 1and,
tog
0
through an intensified course in
Hospital Corps school. .Just try
to learn all the vital thmgs that

one should kn?w about

(1)

a.nat-

omy and physiology, (2) hygiene
and sanltatlon, (3) first:ud
and
minor surgery, (4) ~aterla medica, and (5) nursing,
in lour

Manual, to you novices) to War
Orientation
drill.

Dean Burdick
has announced a new open house
schedule for upperclassmen
to go into effect on Saturday,
October 12.
The following houses will
be open on Saturday nights
until 1 :15: East, Freeman,
Jane Addams, Mary Harkness, Windham.
East house and Jane Addams will be open on other
nights until 11:45.
Freshman
regulations
apply to aU freshmen
whether
res ide n t s 0 f all·freshmen
houses, or "mixed" houses.

Mrs. Ray Presents,
Radio Club Plans
For Coming Season
Iusic, Campus Clubs,
And Discussions are
Planned for Programs

The first three series of programs
scheduled
by the radio
club for the 194647 year have
been announced by Mrs. Josephine Hunter Ray, director of the
Connecticut
college radio
programs.
The department
of music will
present a group of broadcasts at
10 :15 p.m. on Thursdays,
beginnlng October 24, under the direclion of Mr. Arthur W. Qulmby.
The second series, a group of student programs, will be presented
at 4 :15 p.m., beginning
October
25.
A
third
group
of
programs
by Rhoda Mel toler
will be offered by New London
The Auerbach major, which is Junior college, the Fort Trumbull
given under the supervision
of branch of the University of Conthe department of economics, was necticut, and Connecticut college.
founded by Mrs. Beatrice
Fox
Auerbach of G. Fox and Co. in '1~lusic Series
Hartford, for the purpose of givIn its series beginning October
ing Connecticut college students
24 the department
of music will
a business as well as a cultural present the work of students and
members
of its faculty.
Mr.
background.
The Auerbach
major consists Quimby will open the series with
of two required courses taken in a program of organ recitals.
The student
program
series
the junior and senior years, principles of management
and eco- will open with a group of eight
nomics of marketing
plus eco- programs under the direction of
nomics 11-12 and 12 other points Rita Hursh '48. Music students
will render their interpretations
in economics.
The outstanding
features of the major are the two of American music from Revolusix-week work periods during the tionary times to the present day,
summer vacations of the junior Purpose and Programs
The purpose of the broadcasts
and senior years.
The first work period is an orl- will be to better acquaint all raentation into the workings of a dio listeners with the works of
composers
such
as
department
store, during which American
the girls are given the opportun- Francis Hopkinson, Oliver Shaw,
ity to learn the many phases of Stephen Foster, Edward McDowEthelbert
Nevin,
George
department
store work. The sec- ell,
comond summer is spent making a Gershwin and contemporary
will conspecial study of a parrlcular as- posers. The programs
pect of the department store. The tinue through December 13, with
See "Badio't-r-Page 6
See uAuerbach"-Page
6

Methods of Retail
Field Are Taught
By Auerbach Major

and the ever-popular

Boot Life
By a simple waving of the
C.O.'s wand, we learned
that
stairs were "ladders," mops were

"swabs," and, best of all, that candy was "pogy-bait." But even in
Navy terminology, "shots" were
still "shots." OUf progress was at
the rate of a retarded gallop, and
our spirit was at once one of "We
are in this thing together," and
"Why are we in this thing?"

G. Roy Elliott of
Amherst to Speak
At,vespers Oct. 13
The speaker at this Sunday's
vesper service will be Prof. G.
Roy Elliott, Folger professor
of
English at Amherst college. A
native of Ontario, Canada, Prof.
Elliott was brought up in the
Canadian branch of the English
Church.
Upon graduation
from
the University
of Toronto, he
worked as a journalist for two
years and then studied English,
history, and philosophy at the
University of Jena, in Germany.
After teaching English at the
University of Wisconsin, and at
Bowdoin college, where he was
professor of English, he came to
Amherst as head of the department of English literature.
Prof.
Elliott
has
published
many reviews and critical articles
in American periodicals. His book
The Cycle of Modern Poetry,
ranging
from
Wordsworth
to
Robert Frost. applies the criterion
of religious humanism to the poetic imagination.
This book was
followed by Humanism
and Imagination, concerned mainly wit?
prose writers. His latest book 1S
Church
College,
and Nation,
which seeks a closer integration
of the three. In his twenties, Dr.
Elliott was an agnostic, in his
thirties a Congregationalistj
then
he returned
to the Episcopal
church.
The service will be held in
Harkness chapel at 7 p.m.

5c per copy
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JUDY BOOTH '48
weeks. We tried hard, and graduated as hospital apprentices, with
many qualms concerning nursing
procedures, medical dosages, and
giving shots.
Great Lakes, where many of us
reported for duty, is the Navy's
largest training station, and we
were duly impressed, not only by
its size, but also by the fact that
the drafts of wounded and sick
marines
and sailors from Iwo
Jima had just arrived. Our duties
as Corpswaves,
therefore.
were
increased and expanded until we
were doing every type of nursing
and ward work.
Perhaps the thing about that
particular hospital duty that will
remain in our minds longest, was
the gay spirit of our patients,
their uncomplaining attitude, and
their deep appreciation of the bit
we did in our effort to make them
more comfortable.
A small group of W A YES was
then transferred
to another section of the base, where a WAVE
Corps school, similar to the one
that we attended at Bethesda, was
being organized. I was designated
See U\Vave"-Page 6

Wig and Candle to Hold
Open Meeting Oct. 17;
All Urged to Attend
A Wig and Candle Board meeting will be held on October 1.0 at
7'00 in Fanning 111. Committee
heads will meet with Sue Studner,
president, and Miss !iazelwood,
the new director of WIg a.TIdCandle, to discuss the commg fall
play.
.
d f
Plans will also be ciscusse
or
the open meeting to be held .on
October 17. All persons, especially freshmen and transfers, mterested in the various phases 01 dramatic work are urged to attend
this open meeting,

C C Student Gives Impression

Of Recent Federalist Panel
by Gloria Reade

Emphasizing
their belief that
federal world government is the
only solution for preserving peace
and protecting human rights in
an interdependent world, one hundred and filly Student Federalists
from all over the country, including many veterans,
met at the
University
of Chicago the firs~
week in September for an insti·
lute and convention
on world
government.
Student Federalists,
an organization founded at Concord, Massachusetts in February,
1946, and
since that time working for world
government,
met this time to 1)
form and clarify their opinions
on world government and foreign
policy; 2) to decide upon an intelligent and practical organizational policy, and 3) to lay plans lor a
student
government
lor world
government.

and to form in this way practical
suggestions for policy formation
Student
panels, composed
of
active SF officers and members,
helped to clarify further the role
students can play in working toward world government.

Revision ot Charter
One of the most important
accomplishments
of the Chicago
convention was a revision of the
Student Faculty Forum
Concord charter, adopted in February 1946, and until this time
Holds First Meeting
embodying the beliefs and aims
Of Year Tonight
of Student Federalists.
The prinThe first in the 1946-47 series of
cipal revision is a recognition
of
monthly meetings of the Student
the United Nations
as the prtFacul ty forum is being held this
mary existing
international
orevening. A committee of ten facganization attempting
to achieve
ulty members including President
some of the aims of world governPark, Miss Burdick, Miss
eyes,
ment. The revised charter. howMr. Morris, Miss Warner,
Mr.
ever, recognizes the weaknesses
Cross, Mr. Haines, Miss Wiley,
of the UN, and states, " ...
the
Miss Hafkesbrink and Miss RichUN is not a federal government.
ardson, plus ten students will disIt has no authority over individucuss current controversial
issues
als; it can only make recomSpeakers and Beundtables
on campus.
mendations to, or negotiate treaDuring the first five days of the ties with, member nations, and it
The present student members
include Ada Maislen, Ginny Pond, conference, the delegates listened cannot prevent
the secession
of
Corinne Manning, Sue Johnson, to the best available speakers in any nation.
It will not be adethe
fields
of
world
government,
Ann Lenning,
Nancy
Morrow,
quate until it is capable of makcarolyn Beatie and Bobby Jones. atomic energy, and Russian gov- ing, interpreting,
and enforcing
ernment
and attitudes.
Round- world law."
Two freshman
representatives
tables,
composed
of
small
numhave yet to be elected. The subThe revised charter
continues,
met following
ject slated for discussion is the bers 01 students,
"Therefore,
a
federal
world
gov·
contemplated revision of Quarter- these talks to examine further
See HPanel"-Page
6
the
questions
arising
from
them,
ly.
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for Democracy

An Editorial
The all-college contest which is to be conducted for the first time this year should meet
with student and faculty approval, both of its pur-

pose and of its method. For its purpose is the
stimulation of interest in the concepts and potentialities of democracy, which is always of vital importance; and its method is particularly admirable
because it contains within it possibilites for campus-wide participation
The success of the contest depends on the realization of these potentialities,
for unless the
thought and interest of every student are aroused
the central theme of the contest, democracy, will
have been ignored in a very real sense.
It is therefore important not only that students' term papers be planned with an eye towards
using the material dealt with in an approach to the
problem of "the possibilities of political and eco-

nomic democracy in the modern world," but that
the many students
who don't write' papers' or
whose papers can not be related to this topic acquire an understanding
and appreciation of some
of its phases. This can be done both by classroom
discussions which are planned around the central
topic or any aspect of it which the class may care
to consider, and by dorm discussions which are instigated and led by those girls who are directly
connected with the contest, at first,' and, as the
year progresses, by others as well.
If interest is thus made to grow throughout
the year the presentation
of intelligent questions
by many members of a large forum audience can
be expected. But of even greater importance than
the success of the forum itself will be the very factor which will have brought about that success->
a greater interest in the potentialities and concepts
of democracy on the part of all students.

Free Speech
Dear Editor:
It has been observed through the years that
our Reserve room in the library is becoming increasingly more like Grand Central station after
a holiday. This so-called study room has become
the meeting place of the college and as such has
assumed the air of the snack bar sans snacks.
Some of the people who sit in that room have
gone there to do the serious research
work for
which it was intended. Don't you think, therefore,
that each of us should feel it a personal duty to
maintain the original sanctity of that room and
keep as quiet as possible?
'48
Dear Editor,
All of us at Connecticut realize the critical
state of the world food supply and the difficulty of
obtaining certain items. Most of us are willing to
give full cooperation to the dieticians, who are do-

ing such an excellent job of providing good and
nutritious meals.
And yet there are people on campus who still
think it is smart to sneak an extra pat of butter
when the waitresses aren't looking or to filch extra
food from the dining rooms for a between-meal
snack.
There are also the thoughtless girls who take
anything that is offered to them whether
they
want it or not. As a result quantities of untouched
food, particularly
bread, are thrown a way after
every meal. If everyone could just remember to
take only what she is sure she is going to eat a
great deal of food could be saved.
This is a way in which each individual could
contribute to the food conservation
program, and
it may turn out in the end to benefit her personally
-when
the available supply of food can be made
to go farther.
Sincerely,
'47

It's Just Beginning

to Feel Like Home

~alenda"
Thursday, October 10

Political Action Committee
Fosters Public-mindedness

Wig and Candle Board Meeting ._. .

Round -Table

Freshman Music Recital

7 :00 Fanning 111
7 :30, Windham
1

Friday, October 11
Freshman-Sophomore
Party ....
7:30, Gym
Sponsored by
the following: the establishment
of peace through the United NaRELIGIOUS FELLOWSIDP
tions,
full
employment,
good
Sunday, October 13
housing, medical care and educaVespers, Dr. Roy Elliott, Speaker
·7:00, Chapel
tion for all our people; equality
of opportunity regardless of race,
What do you know about the
creed or religion; and a just and
Tuesday, October 15
adequate social security system. Religious Fellowship of ConnectiPAC cooperates not only with lao cut college?
C Quiz ..
..
p :45, Freshman Houses
bar groups but with many patriIf the answer is "nothing," we
otic, progressive groups as well. hope to change it to "a great
Wedne"'!ay, October 16
PAC's immediate objective is to deal" for this column is designed
get every eligible American voter to keep you informed of the ideas
Organ Recital
5 :15, Chapel
to register so that he can vote in and activities of Religious Fellowthe fall elections.
ship. It is our aim to stimulate
In order to realize this objective freer
expression
of
religious
PAC has held schools for political thought, with special emphasis on
action techniques in various parts what the students have to offer.
of the country this summer. Such
In a very short while Connectta school recently held sessions in cut college will hold its annual reNew Haven,
and six students
Ilglous conference with Mr. NorEstablished 1916
from the college attended.
To man Pittinger
as guest speaker.
Published
by
the
students
01 Connecticut College every Wednesday
A Worthwhile Cause
meet people who had actually not Mr. Pittinger is a professor in the throughout the college year from September to June except during mid-years
and
vacations.
.'
It is encou:raging to know that lost faith in the future,
people General Theological seminary in
Entered as second-class matter August 5 1919 at the Post 01llce at New
there is at least one group of peo- who today are actively
doing New York, in addition to being an London, Connecticut, under the act of March' 3, 1879.
about
that
better author
of books and magazine
ple in America who have not lost somethlng
experi- periodicals. He has also been a
faith in the future, who still be- world was an inspiring
_
••• IIITa.......
AT'.IIIA&' A.".aT"I
.....
lieve that through
perseverance
ence.
vesper speaker here at ConnecttMember
National AdvertlliDr Semce, Ine.
and untiring devotion to a cause New London Chapter
cu t college.
,.II••• P.ill.i.,., ..........
Associated
Collegiate Press
it is possible to attain the ideals
The topic for the discussion has
A chapter of the National Citi•• 0 NADlaONAv..
N.w YOIIIK.N. Y.
of peace and freedom throughout
Intercollegiate
Press
not
yet
been
decided
upon.
Since
n••. L.. "."Lu . IAIII '.A •• _
in
the world. In spite of the cries of zens PAC has been started
this is your week-end, the memo
New
London.
Although
the
memthe militarists for a third world
bers of the Fellowship feel that
war, in spite of fatal splits within bership is as yet small, a great you, the students of Connecticut
deal
was
accomplished
this
sumEditorial Staff
our political parties, these people
college, should be influential
in
still have hope that they can win mer in getting people, to register
Edltor.ln-Chi~f: Sally Radovsky '47
Some of the choosing a subject which would
the race against time, that man for fall elections.
interest you most.
AssocIate Editor: Anne Ferguson '47
Managlng Editor: Roberta Mackey '48
girls
who
attended
summer
seswill come to his senses before he
This is the Twentieth
Century!
Senior Editor: Ellen Hasson '47
Feature EdItor: Rita Hursh '48
sion
helped
in
this
campaign,
arid
utterly destroys himself.
News Editor: Iris Herbits '48
Exchange Editor: Gloria Reade '48
the chapter would welcome any Religion is no longer a hush-hush
The Political Action Committee such help this fall. By cooperatsubject, but rather one which proPresident's Reporter: Edith ManasevIt '49
(PAC), which was established in ing with the New London NCPAC vides material
for research and D
t
t Edi
1943 by the CfO, stands for such through USSA you can' do some- free speech. The Fellowship ear- h:13~49;e~usic ~JriOt'r~hfr.~~~rr:n~~grsO~o:v:8:47;
sports Editor: Sally Whlte.~
a group of people. Of course the: thing constructive towards the atfirst question that comes to mind. tainment of those ideals of peace ~~~~~wct;~~::s ~~~\IJ~~O;i~b:~
-~n;l~e~~\~,1t~~~!~~~~i~~:~~Iri~ft~i[Jh
is-what
are its political affili- which we all cherish.
.'
for any other religious problems. ~~li.Ic~~9'DlI~J~f?4s:et
Farnsworth '49, Jrilia ~~6~ra~7,4fliZ:£1et<ji°t~tifi~RcIl'S
'48,
ations? Is it labelled red? A leafThose who would like to learn You can reach us -through the
let published
by the national more about the project should News box in. Fanning hall.
Art Staff: Jean Abernathy '47, Jean Stannard '47, Joan Someroy '47.
headquarters
(incidentally this is ask the girls who attended the
This is the free speech column
available with other material on New Haven PAC school. They are for Religious Fellowship of which
Business Staff
the USSA bulletin hoard in the li- as follows:
you are all members.
We want
Dorothy
Psathas,
brary)
explains
exactly
where Ronnie Johnston,
Business Manager: Vera Jezek '47
Corinne Man- your ideas, the newer the better,
PAC stands, "PAC is neither a ning, Mary Vance, Pat Mcffowan,
for this is your bull-session, from ~~~iCr':r8y
S::~iO~u~4~,t'§~r~a''tVe~~~y'4~eaAting
'48, Kitty Wile '47.l.Jear
third party nor a labor party. It and Bunny Leith-Ross.
one corner of campus to the oth '49, Norma Gabianelli '49, Zelda Stol1tzky
Shellabarger '49, conn e
is not a political party." PAC is
er. How important to us is reltAdvertising Managers: Marie Hickey '47, Barbara Otis '47
not connected in any way with
gion here on campus? -How rnuch Advertlslnf, Staff' Ginn Gt
'
'47.
Be sure to read .
the Democratic
or Republican
similarity po· you find in the basic Frances 0 Nell '49 Lau~a Afl~~n'4§~'Jae~~tVea~~~g~7'4~a~itys:niih
'47.
IN.ONE
EAR
partYI but it "will support
beli"efs of Judaism, Catholicism, I
CirculatIon Managers' Dorothy Dl
'
'47
and
'
?
I·
I"
.
smukes
'47,
Edith
Lechner
candidate of either party who is
an d P ro tes tan t Ism.
s re IglOn "CIrCUlatIonStaff: Jane Saplosle '47 p.
lis '48,
ROUND-TABLE
in accord with PAC objectives,"
here to stay?
Jane Gardner '48, Jean Gregorl'48 'M:trtcLla Robmson '47, oorothJrWIllfoo'49,
.
Ruth
Katz
'49
Mary
Lou
Bral
d'
~ry
ou
Coleman
'48
Caro
Gerwig
Among PAC's objectives
are
What dQ you thUlk?
.
'49" t:;harlotte '~CCork!ndale ,~~r '49, Minette Goldsmith '49, GeOr~a . .
by Bunny Leith-Ross
In these days of disillusionment
and discouragement,
people all
over the world "are finding it difficult to believe that their ideals of
a post-war world will ever be
realized. Instead of world cooperation and prosperity, we seem to
be heading towards world confiict
and economic chaos. Two dangerous attitudes
are sweeping the
peoples of the earth,
One of these is a growing wave
of conservative reaction fostered
by the last desperate attempt of
the privileged economic classes to
maintain their position of power.
The other is a feeling of hopelessness among those who once firmly believed that
the war
was
fought for a better world.
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In One Ear
by Anne Ferguson

American magazine advertising
is oftentimes fantastically
clever.
Fantastical means "marked by ex
travagance
of imagination
or by
oddity or grotesqueness,"
When

one

is

clever

one

possesses

«quickness of intellect, skill." In
a good percentage of our advertising we can see the workings 01
quick intellects pursuing bigger
and better grotesqueness.
It is

not easy to write such copy. A
startling amount of energetic and
ingenious thought has gone into
its fashioning.
Do you know what soap's "enticing bouquet comes from a seeret wedding of rare perfumes,
far more costly than you'd expect
to find in any soap?"
Popular
girls have been using this soap
for seventy-seven romantic years,
the reader is assured. A full-page
advertisement
for
a perfume
states that "Now they are saying
in Paris ...
Cherchez La Muse.
Who wears 'Muse' shares the secrets of the Goddesses."
Such
erudition at only $15 a dram can
hardly be overlooked.
A certain
cold-cream concern
prescribes the exact motions em'
played in applying the product to
the face. The reader is urged to
dip her fingers
in the snowywhite cream and apply it to the
face as if drawing tiny engagement rings all over the face. But
most distasteful of all are the advertisements
which depict a giant-sized baby having a man-to'
man talk with his mother on the
subject
of baby-powder.
The
mother, ridiculously small, is usually sitting nervously in a babycarriage, clutching the sides of a
baby's pen, or clinging precariously to a hobby-horse.
The incongruity
that results from the
mother and' baby having changed
places startles the reader, but the
second and lasting feeling is usually one of distaste.

COLLEGE

Freshman-Soph. Party
To Be Frida)' in Gym
The gym will be the scene
ot the entertainment
by the
sophomores for their fresh·
man sisters on October 11 at

Quarterly Plans To Broaden
IScope With Diverse Subjects

the product survives with only
7:30 p.m. Atter that there
the casual mentioning of the fact
will be refreshments
served
that Dr. Denton's "protect Infants
by
sophomores
in
their
and children during cool fall and
dorms.
cold winter nights." There is no
unnecessary palaver defining accurately the satin-smooth texture
of these pajamas. With admirable
restraint
they are described as
'
"made of unbleached cotton with:
a httle fine wool" and with pardonable pride the company tells
us that "the Denton is the origiReciprocal social relationships
nal winter sleeper with feet and
drop seat."
between the group and the indio
vidual was discussed by RoseReinforced Feet
The dramatic height of the ad- mary Park, Academic Dean at the
vertisement is reached when the college, In her chapel talk on Ocfeet are iden tified as reinforced tober 8.
for added comfort. There has nevEverywhere
there exists
the
er been a picture of a child crying for his Dr. Denton's because conflict between the strivings of
he realizes by how much they ex- the group and those of the indio
eel other brands. No lyrical prose vidual, Miss Park explained, but
describes the exquisite feeling of the need tor reciprocal Inter-relaa cold winter night spent snug
and warm inside these soft-knit tionships between the two cannot
be denied, either by those who
sleepers.
Such
advertising
is
clean, prefer the group to control or by
wholesome, and pleasant to read. those who wish the individual to
Above all, it is intelligent. Prob- dominate.
ably no one will buy 'Muse' perThis generation is living In an
fume on the theory that with it
era
when there Is greater breakcomes the secret of the goddess'
success. There are few who be- down of the conception of private,
lieve that the engagement-ringisolated worlds of ideas, Miss
drawing method of applying cold Park went on. As her concluding
cream will enhance their beauty.
thought, Miss Park appealed to
Surprising
thought-connections
that are often illogical are, after students to apply themselves in
the interests of greater reciprocal
all, the life-blood of adverllslng.
There are, however, thought-consocial relationships
between the
nections that appeal.
There are group and the individual.
thought-connections
that
repel.
How pleasant it will be when
fantastic
cleverness is directed
towards the writing of advertis'J ~
ing copy that is clean, wholesome
and mtellIgent.

Man Community
Need to Cooperate
Advises Dean Park

Three CC Students
Spend Summer at
McGill University

Transfer Students
Have Serious Goal
And Enjoy C.C.Life

by Nancy Schermerhorn
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LuCAS, Edltor·In·Ohtet

at Quarterly
A surprise 15 in store for those
who are tamlllar with the college
literary
magazine,
Quarterly.
ThIs year the format, stze, and
cover of the magaztne are being
changed. As it has formerly done,
Quarterly will try to present the
best writing on campus. In additlon, however, the magazine will
assume a new point of view.
In order to get away from the
rarified atmosphere of "fine writlng" or "pure art" in which Quar·
terty in the past has sometimes

Labor Interviews
Teach Ec Students
UnionOrganization
by Joan DtmmJtt
"Have you seen your printer?"
"What happened when you interviewed that barber?" "My plumber wasn't in last night." The explanation
for these comments,
which have been heard recently
on campus, lies in an assignment
given by Dr. Hartley Cross to his
labor problems class. Each student in the class was given a different trade union one of whose
officials she was to interview.
The girls endeavored
to ask as
many questions
and obtain as
much information as possible.
The most frequent
comment
made in class was on the co-operative and friendly attitude of the
men when the project was explained to them. Many of the
girls were showered with Ilterature and everyone received interesting and helpful answers to her
questions.

found Itself, It will publish, besld~
short stories and poems, expository or controversial
~cles
by
students In history, 8Clen~e, and
other fields outside the literary.
As a further effort ~h1s .:;:~
ti~n, the magazme
P
~rItica1 e~ys
and rev1e\~~ dealmg with popular culture -that
is, the commercial
art forms,
s~ch as t?e movies, popul~r muSIC, ladies
magaz;ines, radio dramas, and best-selling novels.
Oandldates
Members of the freshman class,
by making contributions
for the
first issue, will become candidates
in the freshman contest for membership on the Quarterly board.
Suggestions and ideas from stu.
dents and faculty for improvement of this year's
Quarterly
should be placed in the Quarterly
box on the first floor of Fanning.
Quarterly hopes to receive contributions from all students who
are interested in writing or who
have an original opinion to state.

Unions Interviewed
The Metal Workers',
Meehanics', Marine Electrical
Workers',
Stagehands',
and Moving Theater
Operators'
were a few of the
unions included, Each girl learned
new and practical
facts which
have already
proved
to be or
great value in class. They had
vaguely heard of collective bargaining
issues,
initiation
fees,
work stoppage, and local and national conventions,
but this project enabled them to learn first
hand what these terms actually
meant and how the various runetions are co-ordinated for the ben'
eflt of the union. This inlormation was given by vitally inter·
E'sted men holding key positions.
This is only the second year
that Dr. Cross has given the assignment, and it was considered a
great
success
by the
class.
Through a direct contact with labor they learned of its organization and ideas. They considered
the experience
invaluable
and
hope for more such field work in
the future.

Service to God is
Topic of E. N. West
In Vespers Sermon
Only by consecrating our mind,
our will, our body, our emotions,
our entire being to the service of
God can we show ourselves to be
Christians.
This was, in essence,
the message which Edward Nason West conveyed in his vespers
talk on Sunday, October 6.
canon West stressed the intrinsic need of every individual
for
faith in a power greater than himsell, lor the belief that he has an
ally near him always. "The little
man," he said, has almost invariably some kind of assistance from
without.
This assistance
comes
Irom God either through nature
or through moral forces which
are His instruments,
Canon West
explained. In connection with the
former, Canon West emphasized
that
across
the panorama
of
man's history, the faithful
have
always been delivered by exterior
forces of nature. (He cited, for example, the Red Sea, Agincourt,
and Dunkit'k.)

Transfer students were not permitted the luxury and prestige accruing
from a Transter
Week.
Whether for reasons of lower soby Helene Sulzer
cial status or the stigmata of beEd. note: This story was told to ing people who can't make up
Good and Evil
Helene by Pat Sloan, Hap Mar- their minds, they found themThe virtues which we extol and
shall and Jody Morrison of the selves faced with the problem of
the vices which we condemn in
class' of '48.
completing their adjustment
proour religion are the ministers of
• • •
cesses in the allotted but admitGod, the speaker went on. They
Have you ever been at loss lot tedly frugal day-and-a-half.
are conscious wills obeying His
food because of lack of words?
In this day and a half they ran
stronger will. In this light, truth,
There was meat in abundance, the gauntlet of all the regimenta'
for example, becomes not a moral
but our French didn't flow too tion the typical college has to of·
criterion, abstract
and aesthetic,
freely. We had come to McGill fer in welcome to its students,
he said, but rather a great force
University
summer
school
to The ritual and ceremony
that
working upon the individual and
study French as a supplement for generally accompany the arriving
all of mankind; and evil becomes
our studies here at Connecticut.
freshmen was largely ignored in
"a power that seeks to smother
We arrived in Montreal laden the scramble to inspect arches,
ligh t in blackness."
with suitcases and inspired by in- No sense of being left out could
Yet it these forces have no mortellectual curiosity. After spend· have resulted;
11 the transfer
al significance for us, we should
ing four hours getting our trunks spent a moment to herself she
not flaunt
them, Canon
West
through customs, we set out on a knew she had missed another apstated,
for the Christian
conPress Board Tryouts to quest for a coke, only to find that pointment. What was lacking in
science allows no room for hypocice was unheard of in the city, 01' the way of parties was gained in
Be Held Thurs. at 7 P.M. was it that the correct word for the easy, effortless sliding into Selections from Brahms risy. He insisted that we cannot
Tryouts for Press Board will be ice was not included in our vocab- the routine of friends and classes And Franck to be Given press these powers of good and
evil (if they may be so defined)
and of saying "Hi!' 'as unfamiliar
held on Thursday,
October 10 at ulary at the time?
By Prof. Quimby Oct. 16 upon others; we cannot even use
7 p.m. in the office practice room
After this bit of refreshment,
faces passed in the halls.
Professor
Arthur W. 9uimbY God's forces to conquer or conin Fanning
hall. This organiza- we trudged up to Douglas Hall,
There were visits to Mr. Cobtion covers college activities and which was to be our home for six bled.ick and frantic appeals for will present the fourth in his se- vert those who do not love Him,
recitals
of the for this is not man's province.
sends out personals to home town weeks. The first thing we discov- credit; there were Mother Hub- ries of organ
The true Christian will not atered was that the window 01 our bards in the infirmary and angel works of Brahms and Franck on
newspapers.
tempt
to awe or impress others
Wednesday,
October
16,
at
5:15
In
suite
overlooked
the
Molsum
Starobes
in
the
locker
room.
The
Members also serve as carre·
by his religion,
Canon
West
chapel. The program
concerts, transfers
emerged
from
Ada Harkness
spondents
for
new spa per s dium, where operas,
Rather, he will seek to
throughout
the country.
Fresh- track meets, and dances took Maislen's talk with a much less for the sixteenth will include Pre- stated.
and Variations
by strengthen the forces of virtue by
men and underclassmen
inter' place. The strategic location of frivolous and giggly idea of what lude, Fugue,
means.
Sched· Franck; Chorale No.8 by Brahms his own actions. He will heighten
ested in obtaining n'ewspaper ex- our rooms was soon apparent, for "honor system"
his consciousness
of God in his
perience
are urged
to attend we reaped the intellectual profits ules, hours, bulletin boards, the and Grande Pieee Symphonlque
surroundings
through
the medithese tryouts tomorroW evening. from these outdoor events with· post office became reflex actions by Franck.
um of prayer.
He will humbly
out the usual economic payment. before the novelty of hiking from
seek only to be of service to God
Despite the many novel situ<\' fourth· floor Freeman to Fanning
his service to man, CaUSSA Opening Lecturer tions which we encountel'ed, we a dozen times a day wore off.
Student Body Invited through
Will Speak October 17 soon found that school IS school The transfers seem to be a To Freshman Recital non West concluded.
wherever one goes. We took five nearly typical group of the class
Robert Luce, first USSA lectur- courses including literature,
dic· of '48 and '49. They have a purThe freshman music recital
er of the year will speak on Oc- tion, voc~bulary, composition and pose because
they
graduated
Choir Sings Melodies
will take place tomorrow evetober
17 in' the
Commuters'
translation.
Classes were over at from high school in years at
ning at 7:30 in Windham livBy Brahms and Smith
Room.
The time will be an- 1:00 p.m., which left our after' great seriousness.
Their good in·
ing room. Everyone is welnounced later.
The choir selections
sung
noons free for expeditions,
pic. tentions
seem
less
haphazard
come to this recital which
Mr. Luce is executive secretary nics mountain climbing, and ten· than the average incoming col·
i.n vespers on Sunday, Octowill
include
songs
and
instu·
of the Connecticut National Citi· nis.' After a highly intellectual
lege student.
They seem to be
ber 6 were Fairest Lord Jesus
mental selections performed
zens PAC. The purpose of this or- and entertaining summer spent at capable of indulging in idle chat·
by Irene Smith, and 0 Bone
by members of the freshman
ganization and the part students McGill we recommend attendance
ter and realizing at the same time
Jesu by Johannes Brahms.
class
and
transfer
students.
can play in the development of its at the'summer
sesion of the Uni· that it is idle chatter. They will
aims will be the subject of the versity to Connecticut girls.
be good citizens of C.C.
lecture.

No Justice
The dissatisfying
feature of it
all is that justice never seems to
enter into the advertising world.
Things remain pretty much the
same. Judging from the importance of the big-name companies
who pay for this hyper-commercial gilding, success is in direct
ratio to the number of words per
inch of this sugar·coated
pallia'
tive.
On the other hand the classic
advertisement
for Dr. Denton's
"soft-knit sleepers, worn by thre~
generations"
leaves one with a
warm and comfortable feeling of
security. Dr. Denton's have roots
in the past that spell dependability. So dependable are they that

-----
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and Park Avenues. And Nothing is left to one's i

MhadlSODiusion of articles

in shop

,e pro
mazed her. -vou can
wmdows a.
want!" she
buy anythmg you
.
. Her comment on American
said.
as "They lack subtlety.
movies W
t

International Weekend
Is Set for Nov. 15-16
This
year
International
Weekend will take place on
Friday and Saturday, November 15 and 16. There will be a
speaker on Friday; and on
saturday there will be a student group discussion. Every-

one is urged to take advantage of the opportunities
the program which will

of
be

announced at a future date.

Turner's Flower Shop
Incorporated
27 l\lain St., New London
Corsages

Specialize in
- Fall Decorations

Meet at • . •

Dante's
For Real Italian Spaghetti
and Ravioli
BIRTHDAY CAKES
ON REQUEST
52 Truman Street
Phone

5805

Profiles

FRANCINE

FORME

In our special category for ex- says that it was a wonderful feeluberant
and
enthusiastic
ex- ing to realize that she was really
.
change students from France, we nearing the United States.
"I remember first of all, being
have placed Francine Forme. She
has brown hair, occasionally to be shocked. It was an entirely differfound on top of her head, blue ent world!" were Francine's comeyes that crinkle with laughter ments on her impressions of New
and excitement, and she may be York City. The skyscrapers and
found in Mary Harkness
house. the bright lights impressed. her
Needless to add, Times
Francine was born in Menton, most.
Square
was startling.
She. rea town on the coast of the Mediespecially
a taxi-cab
terranean
between Monte Carlo members
and the Italian border.
During driver who said to her in a tone
the war the Forme family was of reverance, "Yes, ma'am, those
forced to move away from Men- buildings are real old, fifty years
ton because parts of the south of or more."
She visited the Metropolitan
France
were occupied by the
Italians.
For four years, there- Museum and the Museum of Modtore, from the age of fourteen to ern Art. The latter was "fascineighteen,
Francine
lived in a ating" she said. She noticed the
town in Provence. This town was vividness of the colors of people'S
the first to be liberated
by the clothes as she walked along Fifth,
American soldiers after D-day.
The Forme family next moved
to Grenoble
where
Francine
studied at the University of Grenoble for two years centering her
interests
in English
literature.
Her position while at the university, as interpreter
for the U.S.
army headquarters
study center
was a great help to her study or
the language.
Francine
studied dramatics
a
year under Jean Daste who heads
a theatrical troupe known as Les
Comediens
de
Grenoble.
The
Come in and see our complete
group is made up of young people
new line of fall and "inter •••
who present classical and modern
plays and who are, at the mo• Wool Mack[r~':'ws
ment, experimenting
with pantomime. Francine had to refuse an
• Wool Jackets
offer to become a member of the
• Snow Suits
troupe when she decided to come
• Ski Pants
to America
to continue
her
• Plaid Shirts
studies. After her year at Connecticut, Francine
would like very
• Ladies' SICic!<s
much to study dramatics for an• Ladies' Jump.2rs
other year before returning
to
•
. Jerkin Suits
Grenoble.
The boat on which Francine
made the trip to America left
WOMEN'S
PURE WOOL
from Marseilles, stopped for two
SWEATERS
days at both Naples and Palermo,
Made to sell for 5.98
sailed through the Mediterranean
Our Factory Price
to Gibraltar, and arrived in New
Size; 38 to 46 in Rose, Aqua,
York in two weeks. When 'they
Green and Navy.
reached Ambrose's Light at five
o'clock in the morning, Francine

Always Trade

LANZ
also

MAD CAPS
GLENTEX SCARFS
SHERBROOKE
RAINWEAR

Fashion Farms Inc.
622 WILLIAMS

ST.

Just ott the campus!

Marvel Shop
129

•

•
•

State Street

at

STARR'S
AS ALL CONN. COLLEGE STUDENTS

HAVE DONE BEFORE You

For
•
•
•

Drugs
Films
Magazines

•
•
•

Prescriptions
Toilet Goods
Cigarettes

FILMS PROCESSED BY MASTER PHOTO FINISHEBS
IT'S HERE WHERE YOU HAVE A CHARGE ACCOUNT
AND YOUR CHECKS ARE CASHED

STARR BROS. INC.
Rexall Drug Store
2 DELIVERIES

PHONE 5665

• •

•

Now Ready at Our Factory Store

TO DORMS DAlLY

the Season's Ne'U'e:t

100% Wool Sweaters
and Sportswear for the Entire Family
at Direct FACTORY.TO.YOU

This Week's Features
TINA LESER

--

J

by Anne Ferguson

SAVINGS

PURE

WOOL

BOXY

4.49

CARDIGANS
Mad.'o,.lIfo,5.9B
Our Factory Price
PURE

WOOL

SUPONS

BOXY

3·48

Madetosellfor4.98
Our Factory Price
Featured in 12 rich fall colors
including white. Sizes 34 to 40

PURE WOOL SKIRTS
In Plaids and Solid Colors

4.48

Mad.lo"lIfo,5.9B

3.96

Our Factory Price
Box Pleats and side zipper.
Sizes 24 to 32 waist.

Silk Underwear
Kayser Hose

Negligees

New Staff
<Continued from Page One)

Iyn Raub '50, Elizabeth Wallace
'50, Shirley Hossack
'50, Geraldine Foote '50, and Ann Woodward '50.
The following girls are now
members of the advertising staff:
Joan Sanger '50, Sylvia Moore '50,
Dorothy Warren '50, Mary Lou
Oellers '50, Jean Mulvaney
'50,
Barbara Cook '50, Jacqueline Dorrance '47, Janet Pinks '47.
Added to the business
staff
were Maxine Hulman
'49, Marjorie Theleen '50, Marion Durgin
'50, Pat Grable '50, Eleanor Wood
'50, Edmee Busch '50, Phyllis Robins '50, Laurel Barker '50, Cynthia
Kraft '50, Audrey Roman '50, Eve
Yoars '50, Joan Mapes '50, Nancy
Ford '50, Joanne Borden '50, J 0ann Stephens '50, Gloria Grimason '50, Ruth Fanelli '50, Georgene Nock '50, Marilyn Raub '50,
Marilyn Crane '50, Barbara Bauer
'50, and Mary Jane Redman '50.
New members of the art staff
will be announced later.

i

~V
~JACQUARD
SWEATERS.
In 1000/0 Pure Wool
Made 10 sell for 6.98
Our Factory Price

WELCOME YOU TO NEW LONDON
CONN. COLLEGE
CHECKS

STUDENTS

CASHED

i·

5.51

For boys and girls ages 8to 16 in popular
reindeer, ski and fox hunt patterns ..
so gay and eJlciting with the young set.

You're

Open
Dally
9:30 A. l'f.
To
5:30 P. ~l,

Always
Invited To
Visit Our
:ft.Iodern
Factory

-

M~IL AND PHONE ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

NICHOLS &- HARRIS DRUG CO.
Your S~a~e S~ree~ Cosrneticens

....

•

Films Developed by Masler

Photo Finishers

- 24 HOUR SERVICE
PHONE

3857

We carry a complele line of all naHonally know n eesmeues
L'
CHARGE
ACCOVNTS
SOLICITED

Wednesday,

October

9;'
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I'd Love To Repeat
Freshman
Week !
:

•• by

.

---

-

Barbara. Blaustein
With three other Irlghtened
but
lriendly
lreshmen
and their
i. .. And when you step out onto
bags;
tjie railroad platform, you are
certain that you are going to be When a dog feels relieved hls tall
he wags,
Connecticut college without a hat.
But ~l we humans can do is smtle
But what of that?
(WhICh really is rather juvenile).
What If· the knowledge that you- What do girls do when they meet
[Ire definitely
not in vogue deeach other for the first time?
~stroys
Why, the same thing they do
That last ounce of rapidly disap- the second time-talk!
pearing poise?
So, 'though you're white as chalk
You haven't come to Connecticut
You discuss the one subject you
:your fortune to seekfeel will resuscitate your polseYou've come for Freshman Week! Boys!
Just when you're catching your SUd~enly the taxi stops and the
driver announces
like a wel-breath and .trytng to relax-I,
come mat:
"Y,rou'reshoved into a taxi
"This is your home."
Suddenly, you feel very much
alone.
y~~ open the door, your heart's
on the double";
Tea Room But shucks, gal-this is just the
beginning ot your trouble:
Remove that expression so mer_....;.....,...~o...,---------I bid and meekYour're just beginning Freshman
Week!
For Your Date's PJeasure

Olyinpia

COLLEGE

Following this you rush to the
gym
Where, seemingly
on the moment's whim,
Out 01 your clothes agaln you
must climb
So that they can take a picture
with which to embarrass you at
some future time.
From there you whiz to the Cornmuters' Room, even though
you're a resident
And have an Intorma! talk wlth
the Student Gov President
Alter lunch ls held a group meetlng with the Dean 01 Students
Where you learn In one easy Iesson how to exercise prudence.
Then, just when you thought you
were completely out of reach,
Someone brutally
reminds
you
that it's Urne lor your appointment In Speech.
On to Bill 106, where each damols·
elIe
Is catalogued for the Bureau of
Personnel.
But your mind is cleared of jumbled hodge-podge
By the 5:30 picnic and sing at
Buck Lodge.
Feeling quite carefree and almost
like bleating
I
You walk right into the second
house meeting.
But things aren't looking quite so
bleakThis is the middle of Freshman
Week!

After unpacking, and after you've
eaten
Begins the procession from meetSouris Bowling
in' to meetin'126 Main Street
No abracadabra, no magical oint- Thursday again at 7:00 you arise
ments
And take the History exam with
I!;l""'"·,,',, .....;"''''j·''''''''''~'''''''''..'''''''''·..''''s Can absolve any freshman from
half-closed eyes,
freshman appointments!
Telephone 2-2619
Then open them quickly
and
First to a meeting with your adstage a laughviser
This is tor your photograph!
Red Rose
And then, feeling wiser,
Purely on female intuition
Take the only examination
Restaurant
You pass an exemption test in nuThat can't put you on probation,
trition.
James Wong, J.h~r.
But only to bed-ical-cComing back to the dorm, you
Of course we mean medical!
Chinese and American
wonder which is worseWhy do they always press and A schedule to fill or a skit to reCooking
probe
hearse.
The Eating Place of
When you are in an angel robe? And 'though hastiness we all adPleasant Memory
They want to know everything
mlre,
, outer and inner
Why did they have to plck that
14 Main St., New London
So you're convinced you are ill by
very
night
to rehearse
the
the time you arrive at the
ID"""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,·,,,,,""'''''''''''''''''''''''ID
Freshman Choir?
Thames Hall Welcome Dinner! After you have sung your hymn,
After this dinner you turn about
You dash to the gym
And go to your house meeting, to To participate in your dormitory
learn the shout:
skIt.
"When in doubt--Sign out!"
Then-this
Is it!You're feeling, a bit like a dead 'Though leellng a bit like Pike at
daffodil,
its Peak,
But you're yet to experience an- You've come to the end of Freshother thrillENGINEERING (All Branches)
man Week!
Numerous Instructorships
- FelThe traditional
freshman
fire And tomorrow, alter a talk with
lowships open tor Bachelors. Also
drill !
heavy demand ror those qualified
the Dean,
tor Proressorshlps, Assoctatesntps
When you finally crawl into bed,
and Assistantships,
it feels like heaven,
FINE ARTS AND SCIENCES Even though you're fully aware
Scores or vacancies in Colleges and
that you have to get up at sevUrn verst ties In all sections.
en!
SECONDARY _ ELEMENTABY You're tired and worn, and not a
All kinds of positions In locations
paying th-e highest salary schedbit chicules. Numerous Pacific coast calls.
Buck up, freshman-this
is still
For ~ick
placement give phone
the beginning
of Freshman
and qualitlcat'ons
Week!
Wednesday morning, meek as a
lamb,
You go to take the English exam.
':. Cline Teacher's
And while
your
head
beats
around like a hammer
Agency
You plow through the sections on
vocab, on structure, and gramEAST LANSING, I\-UCIDGAN
mar.
For Your Pleasure

TEACHERS
WANTED

Page Fi~e

EWS
Regular Friday classes convene.
At last you're a real human being
again
(Although you still must be In by
tent)
Over the phone you triumphantly
sing:
"Why, I wouldn't have missed it
for anything!"
And someday, when you're a sen-

Peterson's
One ot Connecticut"

Best

Loved TradJtions

24; Slate Street

lor (a veritable annquen

MAIL ORDERS :FILLED

A prospectice
freshman's
cheek
you will tweak
And coo, ' fy deah-how
I'd love
to repeat
Freshman Weekl"

PBOllPTLY

DOYLE'S RESTAURANT

D

ew London's newest and finest dining

room,

Serving

Steaks • Chops • Chicken
Lobster and Sea Food
91.101

N, BANK STREET
TELEPlIQlI."E

2 .... 1565

Silver

Glass

China

Unusual Gifts

Lamps

L.LEWIS & COMPANY
EstabUshed 1860

Slate and Green Streets

New London, Connecticut

..
, --------------------------.

I

ARRANGE YOUR PARTIES
at the

LIGHTHOUSE INN
Private dining room for banquets and parties
with the best food in the nicest atmosphere
NEWLY
New London

DECORA.TED

COCKTA.IL

LOUNGE
Rooms

4331

Seniors
try your hand
at the

r:'fifst °f~l~~~h

•

PRIX DE P

Vogue's College-to-Career Contest

-TH~ ~LM TR~E INN
WI:STI:RLY,. RI-JODI: ISLAND
."",

-."

•
,.•

Colonial Room Cocktail Lounge

.'

•

Auracuoe Dining Room

•

ExcellentCuisine
,.

•

Vogue's 12th Prix de Pari.. clos .. its entry 100
November 1,1946. If you're a senior who wanta
• career after college ..• a [oh.with-posaibiltties

in fashion, writing, merchandising,
tography,

First prize is a year's job on Vogue, including 6
months in Paris
suitable;
honorable
jobs

2nd prize,

ACCEPTED -FOR PRIVATE
PARTIES

conditions

6 months

there are

on Vogue. Ten

mention winners are considered

on other

Glamour,

if living

Conde

Nast

for

publications:

House & Garden, and Vogue Pattern

Book. One hundred

next- ranking

are given introductions

-'./RESERVATIONS
.
.

art or pho-

advertising ... enter the Prix,

to stores,

agencies, and otbermagazines

contestants
advertising

for job interviews.

"rite for more in{ormation and enrollment blank to Prix de Puis. Director, Vogue:,420 Lexington ALlenue, New York 17. N_ Y.
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Radio

Panel
(Continued from Pag e One)

ernment must be created either
by calling a revisional convention
under Article 109 of the United
Nations charter, by strengthening
the United Nations through fundamental amendments
under Article 108, or by utilizing other In-

ternational action."
Student Federalists left Chicago with a stronger and more clarified belief in the fundamentals of
federal world government.
To
this end they have returned to
colleges and campuses
throughout the country to talk about and

work towards the realization of
something

more than a dream

of

world government.
1946

1793

The Union Bank & Trust
Co. of New London, Conn.
Trust and Conunercial

Depts.

153 YEARS OF SERVICE

Perry & Stone
Jewelers SInce 1865
STATIONERY - LEATHER GOODS
NOVELTms

Watch and Jewelry

Repair

State Street

Ennis Shop
230 State Street
Hats Made to Order

FLOWERS
Bouquets and Corsages

Fellman & Clark
Florists
168 Slate

st.,

NeW London

CARROLL CUT RATE
PERFUME
152 STATE STREET

MRS. JOHNSON
LAUNDRY
Why bother to send your laundry
across the mites when you can
have quick and expert service
right here.
PLEASE

DO THE FOLLOWING
THINGS

1. WrIte your name and house.

2. l'tiake a list of articles.
3. Leave money at desk on 1'1100day.

The Style Shop
128 Sta.te Street

•
COLLEGE SPORTS~'
Featuring _Fa.mous Shaggy
Sheelend

Sweaters

SPORTSWEAR

Wednesday,

COLLEGE NEWS

DEPT.

Caught on Campus

(Continued f;om

Pa.-e· One)

Mrs. Eleanor Cranz as advisor
and Rita Hur-sh"as-script
writer.
Ann Perryman '49,- narrator, will
The ego of the News has been Cleveland, . started _working tor speak on the life of each composraised considerably lately because Sue's father five years ago. Theil er" and the character" of his music.
was announced - in
several Connecticut
girls have engagement
The music students who will
given us the honor of being the August, but as yet no definite
wedding
plans
have
been
made.
perform
are: Jean Templeton '48,
first paper to announce their en• •
gagements.
The latest of these
Jane Coons '48, and Shirley
Piercing
screams
shook the Mary
brand new fiancees is Elizabeth
Nicholson
'48, pianists;
Dodie
Bogert '47. Bogie met Jack Hayes walls of Windham shortly before
Lane '47, vocalist;
and Helen
dawn
on
Monday
morning.
It
of the Coast Guard academy in
December of her freshman year sounded like the beginning of a Crumrine '48, flutist; Mary Jane
murder, but, sur- Coons '48, cellist; Marion Walker
and received her ring last week. blood-curdling
Jack is now an ensign and is sta- prisingly enough, the cause of all '49, violinist; and Shirley Corthell
the excitement was a small bird. '48, oboist-members
tioned at Norfolk. Their plansof a fourPat Parrot '48 was studying quiwedding next summer.
part
chamber
ensemble.
etly in her room when, suddenly,
• • •
Student program plans for Jhe
her cries of "Ravens!" brought
The traditional
story of the the aid of Shirley MacKenzie and second semester
include broadyoung man who marries his boss' Rita Hursh. After forty-five minc~sts: by' representatives
from the
daughter has its modern counter- utes of slamming doors, opening
various
campus
clubs.
As
these
part in the engagement
of Suz- windows, and shooing with pieces
anne Smith '50 to Richard Stearn. of clothing, the frightened little programs are all student producDick, now a naval architect
in animal was finally persuaded to tions and will naturally be of a
leave its new-found habitat. This wide variety, the radio club is
little story proves the value of sponsoring a contest for the most
higher education-even
after zo- effective and suitable title for the
ology courses students are still series. and is offering five dollars
(Contri<Continued from Page One)
afraid of sparrows. As Pat put it, as the winner's reward.
butions may be dropped in the rae
"The terror was indescribable."
dio box in Fanning before Octoto be a M.A.A. (master-at-arms),
ber 10, and winning titles will be
the Navy's consolidated
edition
announced on October 16,)
of a general administrator,
disciIn the third series of programs
plinarian, and mother confessor.
the Fort Trumbull branch or the
(Continued from Page One)
Each M.A.A. was in charge of a
University
of Connecticut, New
student barracks, and each barLondon Junior college and Canracks contained one hundred and results of this study are embodied necticu t college will cooperate in
sixty girls. This, an entirely new in a report which is submitted at the presentation
of a free discusresponsibility
for most of us, the beginning of the senior year. sion program
dealing with curturned out to be a highly success- The Beatrice Fox Auerbach fund rent books and periodicals which
ful and enjoyable one, despite the is used for this training.
bring to our 'attention spirited
fact that I was dubbed "Mother,"
The practical advantages of the questions troubling the minds of
and never lived it down.
major cannot be over-estimated.
all people. Persons particularly
The girls are able to study and to qualified in specific fields from
Discharge Rumors
know what a department
store the three colleges and from the
V-J Day arrived at last, and
really consists of, namely, the city of New London will discuss
"scuttlebutt"
(the local rumor)
combination
of many kinds of such books as Leon Blum's" For
had it that we wouId all be disbusinesses and the people who All Mankind, Glueck's The Nurcharged soon, a dream that did
run this combination.
emberg Trials
and Aggressive
not materialize'
un til
man y
After graduation, the Auerbach War, and Douglass Haring's Jamonths later. Again we received
majors find many fields in which pan's Prospect.
These discussion
transfer orders, and "This time,"
to apply their practical experi- programs will begin on October
I thought, "I'll be sent to the
ence. There is no obligation to 22 and will be broadcast
every
West Coast." It was west, but
work at G. Fox and Co. and the Tuesday at 4 :OQ
only across the tracks to the west
types of jobs in which Auerbach
side of Great Lakes.
majors are found cover fields like
Our new duty was in a WAVE publishing and government work,
Dispensary, and with all due re- as well as department store work.
The Shalett Cleaning
spects to the female of the species, as patients they proved to be
& Dyeing Company
past masters in the art of "flufStu. C. Annual C. Quiz
fing off." This unusual term, in
Complete Dry Cleaning
Navy lingo, refers to avoiding
Will be Held Tuesday
and Laundry Service
duty, and in this case, by "turnThe C quiz for freshmen
ing in" to Sick Bay. Our solution
and transfer students will be
• Cold Storage
was an easy one. The mere sugheld in the freshman houses
gestion that they could help us
at 6 :45 on Tuesday, October
• Rug Cleaning
swab decks when they were well
15. Bulletin boards in the
enough, stimulated a miraculous
houses will post any changes
2-6 MONTAUK AVENUE
recovery, and prompt return to
PHONE 8817
in schedule.
duty. Despite such minor setbacks, dispensary duty was interesting, and a new experience in
nursing and medications.
Finally that long-awaited
discharge date arrived, and all of us
began to realize just how much
we had learned in the Navy. Living, cooperating,
and working
with all kinds of people is an experience that many of us encounter in a more limited manner at
schools and camps. In the Navy
it is not a question of trying to
get along, but having to cooperate, and tolerate, and understand.
It is not a question of having a
gay time and seeing the world,
but a serious business, with an
"esprit de corps" that is hard to
beat. And it is seeing people who
have to take more than they ever
thought that they could, appreciating that fact, and being proud
of the spirit in which they carry
I

•
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Octoher.9,

Religious Fellowship
New Name of Council
It was voted on at the last
Amalgamation
rneettng that
the name of "Religious Coun,:

cil be changed to that of Religious Fell 0 W s hip.
This
change was madefn or.der to
em p has i z e campus.Wide
~em?ership
and participa.
tion In the organization.

i;~~~~~;;;;
GARDE
WARNER
BROS.

STAR_TSWED. OCT. 9, 1946

4-DAYS

ONLY-4

Vivian Leigh-Claude,

Rains

in
BERNARD SHAW'S

"Caesar and Cleopatra"
(In Gorgeous Technicolor)

Wave

Auerbach

p,m, .

on.

Starts Fri. Oct. lIth

"HOLIDAY IN MEXICO"
Starring
Walter Pidgeon with Jose Iturbi
Roddy McDowall, Jane Powell
Plus - Selected Shorts
___
ComIng --"THREE

WISE

FOOLS"

.

Incredible

Captivator
Wreathe
yourself
in this
wholly captivating fragrance.
Dry perfume is the fadeless
fragrance-the

perfume that

incredibly
reaches
its full
flower as it clings to warm,
glowing skin. Use this gos~
somer powder the same as.

liquid perfume.

Pot its silky

smoothness behind your ear;

on arms, neck, shoulders. It
will keep you delectablebeyond reckoning I
Six exciting scents
... N ;ghtof Delight
•. Fleurs d'Amour ..
Blue Ce r netlon ..
Jade."Sandalwood
and Violette, priced
.t $1.25.
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National Bank of Commerce
Established 1852
NEW LONDON, Conn.
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Ask for
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Special Check Book for College Students
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free bookl't: "WARDROBE TRICKS", Writ, Judy Bond, Inc" Dept 0, 1375 B'way, N, Y. lB

jROGER & GALLE~
CSGS
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